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New from the Chair

Policy | EU Communication

Saara DeWalt’s ongoing research on species-rich forests featured in journal Science.

Zhicheng Dou’s collaborative research could pave way to therapeutic cure of global parasite.

Biological Sciences PhD ’19 Kylie Smith works to restore the reefs of Islamorada.

Lesly Temesvari receives Alumni Award for Outstanding Achievements in Research.

Biological Sciences Junior Shaoni Dasgupta is a 2020 Goldwater Scholarship winner!

COVID-19: Q&A with virologists Matt Turnbull and “Joy” Qanungo helps break down understanding of the pandemic.

Given their expertise, both scientists have been following the COVID-19 global outbreak with intense interest. Here are their responses to some commonly asked questions about the pandemic.

Matt Koski receives NSF grant

Zhicheng Dou receives NIH R01 grant

Biological Sciences Assistant Professors Kara Powder, Zhicheng Dou and Matt Koski.

The 2020 cast of Something Very Fishy.

With catchy musical numbers, colorful sets and characters, and interactive marine exhibits, the Science and art theatrical production ignites.

Senior Agricultural Science major Rachel Dailey received the National 4-H Congress Award for her project combating urban sprouting grasses.

Science and theatrical production ignite awareness of marine conservation.

The spring was an incredibly tough semester. But we served thousands of Tigers every year in this department, and we must do that inclusively, equitably, better. If I’ve learned anything over the last few months and last week, it is that we can always be better and do better. We serve thousands of Tigers every year in this department, and we must do that inclusively, equitably, better.

Note from the Chair

Department of Biological Sciences

Graduate Teaching Assistants in an online format. And we held a virtual reception for our award ceremony for undergraduate and graduate students and recognized our wonderful graduates from the online MS program. These events were incredibly touching and helped providing meaningful, engaged experiences for our students – no matter the mode of in person or online.

Congratulations to all of these faculty!